Iconographic Changes of Images of Salome in East and West

The first true presentation of Wilde's play in Japan was the production
by Mishima Yukio in 1960 in a new translation by a scholar-poet, Hinatsu
Kohnosuke. This had an elegance combining Oriental mysticism and West
ern beauty. As Mishima wrote: 'Salome is like a spoiled child, but the child
seeking possession of the butterfly involuntarily tears it apart;' and 'Beauty
equals eroticism equals death equals the Absolute.'
The performance which followed was of Salome as a Kyogen drama.
Normally this is a comic form for short folk plays about the everyday
experiences of simple personalities, but here it interpreted a tragic subject.
Highly stylisted in both action and speech in the unbroken tradition of over
560 years of the Izumi family school of Kyogen, Motoya Izumi (Herod)
Junko Izumi (Herodias) and Shoko Izumi (Salome) impressively conveyed
the drama of the play with a powerful economy of gesture.
Then Kou Reika, in an hour-long solo dance, presented the story of
Wilde's Salome in seven scenes. The opening 'Prayer to the Moon Goddess'
was followed by the 'Joy of Salome' - an exotic and erotic dance of the
seven veils in Egyptain belly-dancing mode. The succeeding dances ex
pressed stronger passions, suffering and madness, and finally, with quite
breath-taking dramatic effect, 'Death and Revival' with Salome and the head
of Jokanaan in mythic union. It was an extraordinary and moving achieve
ment, both in concept and performance.
The whole evening showed us unfamiliar aspects of Salome, and
reminded us of Wilde's remark that his play was like a mirror reflecting
those who look into it.

(2) The Oscholars (Oscar Wilde Society)

Dr. Joan Navarre

On 28 March at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, Professor Kimie
Imura Lawlor staged "Salome: Iconographic Changes of Images in East and
West: Exhibition, Lecture & Performances", a multi-faceted event cele64
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brating the pull and power of Salome.
The exhibition presented a kaleidoscope of images: paintings, reliefs
and stained glass from various cathedrals; photographs of Salome paintings
(Moreau, Klimt, Beardsley, etc.); original oil paintings (including one
created for the event by Amano Yoshitaka); first editions and rare prints of
Salome; photographs of Japanese productions, including Mishima' s Salome;
costumes, programmes and posters from I 913 to the present.
The lecture, presented by Professor Lowlar in English and translated
into Japanese by her son, addressed how one symbol (Salome) has changed
throughout the last six centuries in Europe and Japan. The lecture complem
ented the exhibit, placing special emphasis on Oscar Wilde's play. Wilde
viewed Salome as a mirror, reflecting those who look.
The performances consisted of two dramatic productions: comic theatre
and sacred dance. The theatrical performance was Kyogen Salome. Kyogen
is an ancient comic form. It uses stylized gesture and speech. Kyogen Salome
was produced and directed by Izumi Motoya (20'h Master of Izumi Soke),
Izumi Junko, and Izumi Shoko. Kyogen Salome, offered a fresh interpretation
of Wilde's Salome. Wilde's play is defined as "A Tragedy in One Act."
However, there is comedy in this tragedy. Alla Nazimova recognized this,
calling her silent film of Salome "a pantomime." Suggestive of Nazimova's
rendition, Kyogen Salome offered highly stylized movements and dialogue
full of comic inversion.
Kyogen Salome was followed by Reika Kou. Hailed as an ambassador
of Egyptian dance, Reika Kou danced a sacred Salome solo. Using a rose,
veils, and gestures she named the three colours central to Wilde's play:
white, red, and black. The dance began with an invocation to the Moon
Goddess. Salome danced with a white rose. Then, the rose disappeared. Near
the end, after Salome received the head of John the Baptist, the white rose
re-appeared. The audience experienced poetic alchemy. A single dancer with
seven veils suggested a mystical union.
Salome placed red veils on a bare stage t1oor, around the head of
St.John the Baptist. The veils formed a large circle, and blossomed into a
full red moon. At the same time, a black orb (the head of John the Baptist,

